
The rate at which you pay an yearly interest for a loan or the interest that you receive in your deposit account is 
the Annual Percentage Rate or APR. Annual rate of interest or APR is applicable on any mortgage or loan and 
even on credit cards.

Introduc�on to Annual Percentage Rate (APR)

In more simple terms, annual percentage rate or APR is the amount you pay on an yearly basis for borrowing 
money. As a borrower, the Annual percentage rate or APR tells you a bo�om line number that you would have 
to pay if you borrow money from that par�cular lender. So, APR becomes the criteria which you can compare 
across lenders before borrowing money.

• One of the salient benefits of APR is that it is known for providing you with a good understanding of the 
cost of the loan. You need to compare the different loan offers just by looking at the APR and determining 
who is offering the most affordable loan. Since the APR is known for including all fees in a loan offer, it is 
known for giving a clear idea of how much you will be required to pay for the loan.

• As different banks are known for having different terms, comparing different loan offers might be difficult. 
That’s because it might not always be possible for you to go through all the �ny details of different loan 
offers available. In such cases, the APR might provide you with a standardised figure to look for among 
different loan providers and make the best decision.

How to calculate APR

Loan tenure - En�re loan tenure (in terms of no of year)

What are its benefits?

Listed below are a few of the benefits that are associated with the annual percentage rate:

However, it may not be easy for consumers to compare this annual rate of interest, as it is in the lenders’ power 
to decide what charges go into the calcula�on rate.

So, based on the informa�on above, it is important to look up the APR important while applying for a loan. 
Hence, before applying for a loan from the bank, please make sure that you have calculated the APR of the loan 
so that you are able to choose the best loan offer.

• The APR is also known for providing you with an insight into the cost of your loan. Therefore, by looking at 
the APR, it is possible for you to gauge your repayment ability, and thereby plan accordingly.

 Total Cost – Interest paid �ll date of calcula�on of APR+ Interest to be paid for balance tenure + Fees (admin 
fees paid + Login fees paid)

APR= [{(Total Cost for en�re tenure)/ Loan Amount}/ Loan tenure] 

Loan amount - Loan sanc�on amount.
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